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Query response 

There is no re-abstraction from the River Avon involved in Minworth SRO. The 
diverted wastewater will be discharged to provide flow augmentation to the River 
Avon which then flows into the River Severn. This additional flow will support the 
STT SRO abstraction from a suitable location on the River Severn for onward 
transfer to the River Thames via the chosen interconnector; Deerhurst pipeline or 
Cotswold Canals. 

No ‘put & take’ arrangements have been directly discussed with the Environment 
Agency. However, we have assumed that the Minworth transfer will form part of the 
‘put and take’ arrangement agreed in principle with the Environment Agency and 
Natural Resources Wales covering the River Severn.  

Existing River Avon abstractions are not subject to a Hands-off Flow restriction.  We 
have therefore assumed that these are sustainable during low flow conditions and 
that the additional flow from the Minworth transfer will be available for abstraction at 
the STT SRO point of abstraction under all River Avon flow conditions. 

As this query relates to impacts on the river post discharge, the investigations will sit 
solely within the STT SRO.  We will test and discuss the validity of our assumptions 
with the Environment Agency as part of our Gate 2 studies.  

 

Query 5 

Have the resilience benefits provided for Minworth-STT in table 10.2, also been 
carried out for Minworth-GUC? Can a key also be provided for the scores in table 
10.2.  

 

Query response 

 

The way RAPID split the source options for STT means that they are now individual 
options in the WRSE model, and all options in contention for WRSE need resilience 
& environmental metrics so the model can optimise with regards to certain scenarios. 
Whereas for GUC, there is only one source, so there is no need to consider the 
metric scores for source 1 vs source 2, which is the case for STT. The GUC option 
goes into WRSE with its own scores, and those scores include Minworth (i.e. a 
single option inclusive of source, transfer, treatment). 

A brief description of each resilience benefits metric, along with the scoring guidance 
notes is provided below.  These are extracts from the ‘WRSE Resilience 














